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Auction if not sold prior

Welcome to this truly exceptional apartment nestled within the exclusive 'Albacore' complex, an enclave of only 8

residences. This immaculate abode is a coastal retreat, perfectly positioned just 50 meters from the pristine shores of

Shoal Bay Beach, offering an unparalleled beachside lifestyle that most would only dream of.As you step inside, you'll be

captivated by the coastal-inspired interiors that exude a sense of tranquility. The fully furnished apartment features a

warm, floating timber flooring throughout, creating a seamless connection between rooms. The neutral interior colour

palette adds a touch of elegance and creates the perfect canvas for your personal style.The heart of this residence is the

open plan living and dining area, where you can unwind and entertain in style. Step out onto the balcony and picture

yourself savouring meals or drinks with friends all while enjoying the breathtaking views of the shimmering waters of

Shoal Bay Beach, stretching out towards the iconic Tomaree and Yacaaba headlands.The fully equipped bright kitchen

with views includes dishwasher, ample cupboard space, ensuring your culinary endeavors are a breeze. With practicality

in mind, the residence boasts an internal laundry, making everyday chores convenient and easy. The expansive main

bedroom, complete with an ensuite and balcony access, offers a private retreat where you can relax in comfort and style.

The remaining two bedrooms are equally spacious and come with ceiling fans for added comfort. Indulge in the large main

bathroom, which features an inviting bath for a luxurious soak after a day at the beach or a day of exploration.Outside the

apartment you can enjoy the pool surrounded by sunbeds. It's the perfect place to unwind, soak up the sun, and enjoy the

lifestyle on offer in this exclusive community. The 'Albacore' complex also provides a double lock up garage with a lift

access. This immaculate apartment is truly a rare find, offering a coastal-inspired lifestyle just steps away from the pristine

Shoal Bay Beach. With its stunning views, elegant interiors and modern amenities, it's a place where you can create lasting

memories and experience the ultimate in beachside living. Please contact Dane Queenan on 0412 351819, Tristan

Esquilant on 0435 642 942 or Erin Sharp on 0400 560 067 to arrange your own private appointment or to receive a full

information package including recent sales, building & pest reports, contract for sale and rental appraisals.Disclaimer:All

information contained herein is gathered from sources we deem reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and

act as a messenger only in passing on the details. Interested parties should rely on their own enquiries. Some of our

properties are marketed from time to time without a price guide at the vendors request. This website may have filtered

the property into a price bracket for website functionality purposes. Any personal information given to us during the

course of the campaign will be kept on our database for follow up and to market other services and opportunities unless

instructed in writing. https://www.prd.com.au/portstephens/privacy-terms-conditions/


